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Where has the time gone, it seems that it was
just spring and now we are getting ready for
harvest. The jury is still out as to what the yield
will be like this year. All indications are that we
will have a smaller crop than last year.
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Our Field Day was held on August 20th with the
group from NACREW as guests. They were
very interested in our Research Farm and all
that is going on there. A big Thank You to Grant
Keefer for being the wagon master and keeping
things going on the field tour. As usual the lunch
was great, and everyone enjoyed the time to get
together and talk Cranberries.
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As you may be aware, we had a hearing in July
to hear from a group that were applying to be an
agency. At the follow up meeting they decided
that this was not the right time for them to
become an agency and the matter was
concluded. They may apply again in the future.

Upcoming Events
November 13, 2019:
COGA Crisis Management/Strategic Planning,
Abbotsford

I am pleased to announce that this year’s
Scholarship goes to Michael Hamilton who is in
pursuit of his Doctorate in Chemistry at SFU.
Congratulations Michael.

February 18, 2020:
BC Cranberry Congress, Mayfair Lakes,
Richmond

I wish you a have a safe and productive harvest.
However, if you have any critical issues please
contact the Commission as soon as possible so
that our crisis management team can assist.

March 3, 2020:
BC Cranberry Marketing Commission Annual
General Meeting, Mayfair Lakes, Richmond

Jack Brown, Chair
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BC Cranberry Research Farm Update
2019 has been a challenging year for the BC Cranberry Growers. As we move into the harvest season
it is important to look back on the circumstances which have affected the growing season and
ultimately the crop this year. Looking at these factors and how we manage our fields in the coming
years will be critical in controlling the vegetative growth and canopy health and our future crop
potential.
With a goal to improve Cranberry Field Management in BC, one of the latest projects at the BCCRF is
the Mowing / Sanding Investigation being conducted in Field 1. Ocean Spray Ag Scientist for BC,
Miranda Elsby, is evaluating the outcomes of this project titled Assessing Cranberry Regeneration
Characteristics Post Mowing and Sanding. Factors being observed and analyzed range from canopy
depth – brown / green ratio, regenerated upright and vine growth, tissue analysis, propensity to reset
bud and ultimately fruit and fruit yield. This project will aim to lead us down the path to better field
management and a strategy for field recovery.
Also ongoing at the BCCRF is the continued evaluation of the Valley Corp and Rutgers Varietal Trials.
Renee Prasad (UFV) is beginning her Harvest Assessments. She and the crew from ES Crop
Consultants and UFV Agriculture students will be at the Research Farm on Thursday, September 26th
and Tuesday, October 8. We would encourage Growers to drop by the farm between 10 am and 2 pm
either of these days to walk the fields and observe some of the unique fruit characteristics these new
varieties have. Of special interest might be the Rot Resistant 2016 Rutgers Planting and also the
newer Valley Corp plots featuring Valley King and Super Star. Renee can be reached at 604-835-2871
if you are unsure whether you will make it to the farm in that time.
The BCCRF also hosted the BC Cranberry Summer Field Day. The event was very well attended by
Growers and Industry. Additionally, the North American Cranberry Research and Extension Workers
(NACREW) attended the BC Field Day. This was a great opportunity for Growers and Researchers to
discuss our unique BC growing challenges. Having the NACREW participants visit the BCCRF and the
growing regions of BC gave the researchers a better understanding of our local challenges, especially
on topics such as weed control and cranberry field management.
We wish all Growers a safe and productive harvest. If you have any questions or ideas, please do not
hesitate to ask.
BC Cranberry Research Society
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NACREW – WHAT’S THAT AND WHO ARE THEY?
This year was the first time since 2005 that British Columbia had the privilege to host the North American
Cranberry Researcher and Extension Workers (NACREW) conference. NACREW is a biennial conference
that brings together all of the sharpest minds working in North America’s cranberry research industry. This
event is key in sharing information and knowledge across regions and combining efforts to tackle our
industry’s most challenging problems. Attendees from Wisconsin, Quebec, Massachusetts, New Jersey,
Oregon, Washington, and New Brunswick joined local researchers for a 3-day conference showcasing the
BC cranberry region. The conference presentations took place on UBC campus, and field tours took the
delegates to Richmond, Burnaby, Delta, and Pitt Meadows. The event also had an important crossover
with the BC Cranberry Field Day at BCCRF, which was a great opportunity to interact with growers in the
field and display this unique and wonderful research facility to scientists and extension specialists outside
of BC. Expertise and research results in weed science, entomology, physiology, genetics, pathology, and
irrigation were shared during the many presentations and conference workshops. The event was a great
success, with strengthened networks and newly realized collaborations between North America’s
cranberry producing regions. Thank you to the many contributors to this important conference and to the
BC cranberry industry for hosting NACREW!
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Cranberry Institute Update

CI Hires Bill Frantz as Executive Director
Plymouth, MA, September 26, 2019 — The Cranberry Institute is pleased to announce that William
“Bill” Frantz will be joining the Institute as its new Executive Director in November, CI Chairman of the
Board Todd May announced. His hiring is the result of an extensive search process by the board of
directors to replace current CI Executive Director Terry Humfeld who will retire at the end of the year.
“We are excited that Bill will again be working for the cranberry industry and we believe that his
expertise, professionalism, and enthusiasm for the industry will provide great value to our Institute
members and their grower suppliers,” said May.
Frantz has an extensive knowledge of agriculture and particularly cranberries, having spent over 30
years in the industry. He’s represented the industry in Washington, D.C. before elected officials and
regulatory agencies, such as USDA and EPA, on topics ranging from crop protection products to health
and nutrition. He’s also worked with the major U.S. and Canadian cranberry grower associations as
well as the Cranberry Marketing Committee.
“I’m excited to be returning to the cranberry industry to represent an iconic industry that’s widely
admired and respected. I look forward to getting to work, building on Terry Humfeld’s many
contributions these past nine years, to help re-establish the cranberry industry as agriculture’s
preeminent specialty crop,” said Frantz.
Frantz holds an MBA from Northeastern University in Boston, a M.S. in soil chemistry from Clemson
University and a B.S. in Agronomy and Soils from Pennsylvania State University. He and his wife Cherie
will be relocating to Massachusetts from Minneapolis, MN, where they’ve resided the last two years
as Frantz worked in governance for Land O’Lakes, Inc.
About Cranberry Institute (CI)
The Cranberry Institute is a not-for-profit organization founded in 1951 to further the success of
cranberry growers and the industry in the Americas through health, agricultural and environmental
stewardship research as well as cranberry promotion and education. The Cranberry Institute is funded
voluntarily by Supporting Members that handle, process, and sell cranberries. Supporting Members
are represented in national and international regulatory matters and research efforts are done on
their behalf. For more information about the Cranberry Institute, along with the health benefits of
cranberries and current scientific research, visit www.CranberryInstitute.org.
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2019 BC Cranberry Marketing Commission
Scholarship Winner – Michael Hamilton
The BC Cranberry Marketing Commission congratulates Michael Hamilton on his successful application and
award of this year’s BCCMC Scholarship. Michael received a scholarship back in 2009 and put it to good use.
He is now a PhD Candidate at Simon Fraser University (SFU). Below Michael describes the important
research his is working on and key achievements he has already accomplished.
My current research focus involves designing molecular probes to better
understand disease mechanisms. In particular, during my graduate research
with Dr. Young, I have designed and synthesized photo-affinity labeling
analogues the Cystic Fibrosis therapeutics ivacaftor and lumacaftor. Our
intent is to determine location of binding site of ivacaftor and lumcaftor on
CFTR (Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane Regulator protein) with the intent of
utilizing the findings to initiate a drug discovery program.
Prior to my graduate studies, as a research assistant in the Speert lab at the
Child & Family Research Institute (CFRI), I expanded my knowledge of CF
research by investigating the epidemiology of difficult-to-treat pulmonary
infections in CF patients caused by Burkholderia cepacia complex and
Pseudomonas aeruginosa. In the final year of my Bachelor’s degree I gained
valuable experience in medicinal chemistry at the Centre for Drug Research
and Development (CDRD) where I generated a library of compounds that
were active for a neurological disease target. Inspired by my drug discovery
experience at CDRD, I intend to pursue a career in the pharmaceutical
industry where I can translate basic research findings into new therapies for
diseases.
Congratulations Michael!

We want to hear from our growers! – we will be
doing a short survey (promise!) to gather your
thoughts on priority research topics, Congress
presentations and other educational opportunities
as well as how we communicate with you and
promote our industry. Feel free to share your
surveys with managers of the farms as well.
Check your email inboxes in November…
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The BC Cranberry Marketing
Commission is looking for
producers for their next producer
profile!
If you are interested in sharing
your story, please contact Heather
at info@bccranberries.com to
learn more. Also, you can visit
the website
(www.bccranberries.com) to view
existing profiles.
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2020 Annual General Meeting Vote Preparation
All registered growers should have received a confirmation of registered voter letter with an
attached voter appointee form this month. Thanks to those who submitted any changes by
September 13th. The list has gone to the Council of Marketing Boards who has been
appointed as our Independent Election Officer.
As required in Section 3(p) of the Regulations to the Natural Products Marketing (BC) Act,
every partnership or corporation that is a Registered Grower shall in writing appoint an
individual to vote on its behalf and shall file the appointment with the Commission.
If you want to change who is the registered voter for your operation or you did not receive
this correspondence, please contact Coreen at info@bccranberries.com.

As per our BC Cranberry General Orders – Part 9:
Remember to notify the BC Cranberry Marketing Commission of any new
2019 plantings or additional acreages of cranberries by December 31st.
You will find all the form you need on our website at the link below.
https://www.bccranberries.com/growers/forms-and-guides

Also do confirm when the planting has been completed.
Please email the information to info@bccranberries.com or mail to #204 121 Shoreline Circle,
Port Moody BC V3H 5G2. If you have any questions, please contact Coreen at
604-492-2726 (CRAN).

Agricultural Environmental Management Code of Practice (AEM Code)
On February 28, 2019, the Code of Practice for Agricultural Environmental Management
replaced the Agricultural Waste Control Regulation (AWCR). BC Agriculture Council (BCAC) is
partnering with the Province of BC to assist communicating the key changes related to the
AEM Code. See: https://bcac.ca/aemcop/. Key points: 1. Keep records to show you meet
regulations, 2. The Code requires nutrient sources to be applied at rates that meet and not
exceed the crop requirement for nitrogen 3. The Code outlines allowed uses of wood
residues on farm and also prohibits some uses 4. Storage of ag by-products such as vegetative
debris are regulated. The Ministry of Environment AEM Code webpage is:
http://gov.bc.ca/Agricultural-Environmental-Management.
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DAY AT THE FARM – September 7, 2019 Westham
Island
The BC Cranberry Grower’s Association hosted a booth
on September 7, 2019 at the 14th Annual “Day at the
Farm” on Westham Island in Delta. Westham Island
Herb Farm hosts the educational event with support
from the Delta Farmland & Wildlife Trust. It is a good
opportunity to mingle with urbanites and educate them
on where and how their food arrives on the table. The
day was overcast but quite busy with many kids and
parents trying to find out “Why do cranberries float?”
between mouthfuls of dried cranberries. Many thanks
to OS for providing the Craisins!

Your Industry
Representatives
BC Cranberry Marketing
Commission
#204 121 Shoreline Circle
Port Moody, BC V3H 5G2
Phone 604.492.2726 (CRAN)
Email info@bccranberries.com

Commission Directors
Chair, Jack Brown
Directors
Todd May
Jeff Hamilton
Clinton May
Andreas Dolberg
Jack DeWit
General Manager,
Coreen Rodger Berrisford

BC Cranberry Growers
Association
21538 – 87B Ave
Langley, BC V1M 2E6
Phone 604-309-9868
Email

info@bccranberrygrowers.com

BCCGA Board
Chair, Lynn Kemper
Executive Director, Mike Wallis
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